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Background: For many hair restoration patients with limited scalp donor hair it is possible to use non-head hair sources to increase the potential follicle supply.

Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate and compare multiple parameters of three main donor sites of hair transplantation, scalp, beard and body.

Method: A total of 60 patients with limited scalp donor presenting at our clinic for transplantation enrolled in this study and 43 patients continued the study till the end. After dividing the scalp recipient in three parts, the hair grafts had been harvested from three main donor sites (scalp, body and beard) engrafted to every part separately. Every month multiple parameters such as episode of hair loss, pace of growing, scar formation and patient satisfaction have been evaluated by two different dermatologists for six months. Photographs were obtained at the baseline and every month during the study.

Result: The space of growing was different between three donor sites. The speed of growth of beard hair was more than the other two donor sites and scalp was more than the body. Episode of hair loss was not seen in transplanted beard hair in comparison with the other sites. Scar formation seen in the scalp and beard was the same and significantly less than the body. Patient satisfaction of beard hair transplantation was significantly more than the other two parts and the scalp was more than the body. Interestingly the beard hair was more suitable for vertex than the others.

Conclusion: Post-treatment examination of three main donor sites of hair transplantation demonstrated that in the patient with the limited scalp donor area; the beard hair is a favorite donor site and can be regarded the first option for harvesting.
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